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ABSTRACT
We introduce an entity-centric search experience, called Active
Objects, in which entity-bearing queries are paired with actions
that can be performed on the entities. For example, given a query
for a specific flashlight, we aim to present actions such as reading
reviews, watching demo videos, and finding the best price online.
In an annotation study conducted over a random sample of user
query sessions, we found that a large proportion of queries in
query logs involve actions on entities, calling for an automatic
approach to identifying relevant actions for entity-bearing queries.
In this paper, we pose the problem of finding actions that can be
performed on entities as the problem of probabilistic inference in
a graphical model that captures how an entity bearing query is
generated. We design models of increasing complexity that
capture latent factors such as entity type and intended actions that
determine how a user writes a query in a search box, and the URL
that they click on. Given a large collection of real-world queries
and clicks from a commercial search engine, the models are
learned efficiently through maximum likelihood estimation using
an EM algorithm. Given a new query, probabilistic inference
enables recommendation of a set of pertinent actions and hosts.
We propose an evaluation methodology for measuring the
relevance of our recommended actions, and show empirical
evidence of the quality and the diversity of the discovered actions.

Figure 1. Search as an action broker.
large query segments (e.g., local, entertainment, shopping) are
routinely recognized in queries and rich direct displays are
presented to users by filling editorially-defined templates with
associated structured data. For example, a query for “lion king” on
Bing yields such a direct display consisting of an image of the
movie cover, showtimes at local theaters, the running time, genre,
and ratings of the movie. However, since the focus is on the
dominant actions, the search engine underserves, for instance, a
Netflix user seeking other actions such as adding the movie to her
streaming queue, or a child trying to find a toy figurine. In
addition, a different movie such as Michael Moore’s most recent
documentary would certainly have a different underlying intent
distribution. Also, actions associated with queries for tail entities
such as flashlights or small vineyards are completely ignored.
Search as an action broker: A promising future search scenario
involves modeling the user intents (or “verbs”) underlying the
queries and brokering the webpages that accomplish the intended
actions. In this vision, the broker is aware of all entities and
actions of interest to its users, understands the intent of the user,
ranks all providers of actions, and provides direct actionable
results through APIs with the providers. For example, consider a
user who queries for “jetbeam rrt-0”, a flashlight. The broker,
which maintains a collection of all possible actions on flashlights
and associated websites and applications that can accomplish
those actions, would recognize the particular entity mentioned in
the query, and would return a personalized ranked list of actions
to the user. Figure 1 provides a simplistic illustration of how this
user experience could look on a search results page. With actions
present, users could save clicks and save time, and sometimes
even discover new actions to help them toward their goals. New
revenue streams open up from paid action placement, lead
generation, and on-site commercial transactions.
This paper addresses several key questions that arise within this
paradigm. Do Web queries tend to lend themselves to actions on
entities? What does the space of actions look like? And most
importantly, given a query with an entity (e.g., identified via a
technique such as [18]), how can a search engine determine
actions to recommend?

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Retrieval models

General Terms
Algorithms, Measurement, Experimentation, Theory

Keywords
Actions, Active Objects, Entity-Centric Search, Query Log
Mining, Web Search

1. INTRODUCTION
Entities are central to a large fraction of Web search queries.
Whether users seek to find information about an entity or transact
on the entity (e.g., “[buy] toy story 3”, “[watch or listen to] obama
weekly address”), understanding the underlying query intent is
key to providing a rich search experience.
Web search today has already taken great strides away from
simple query word matching. For example, popular entities in
*
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We begin with
h an annotation study conducted
d over query-clicck
loogs from Bing to determine what
w
fraction of
o queries contaain
eentities, and wh
hether these qu
ueries tend to map
m
to particullar
aactions that can be
b performed on
n entities.
The main pro
oblem that we address in this paper is how to
aautomatically leaarn relevant acttions for an entiity-bearing querry.
A
An automated ap
pproach is necesssary because th
here are too man
ny
ppossible distinct Web queries for
f editors to manually
m
pair wiith
aactions. Also, maanually preparin
ng top actions fo
or just entity typ
pes
iss insufficient for
f the followin
ng reasons. Firrst, it would not
n
aaccount for conteext words in queries, e.g., the queries
q
“Microso
oft
joobs” and “Micrrosoft software”” should lead to
o different actions
ddespite sharing th
he same entity (M
Microsoft). Seco
ond, entities of th
he
ssame type can haave different top
p actions, e.g., queries
q
for a 2012
F
Ferrari may histtorically lead to
o clicks on topccarwallpapers.co
om
w
while queries forr a 1995 Ford hiistorically lead to clicks on a useed
ccar value site. Last,
L
but not leaast, top actions for
f an entity maay
cchange over timee. For example, a query for the next
n iPhone wou
uld
hhave different deesired actions a year
y
before laun
nch, a week befo
ore
laaunch, at launch
h, and a month after
a
launch. Thee use of automateed
m
methods enabless frequent re-traiining through a more recent daata
sset of query-cliick logs. We motivate
m
and design
d
generativ
ve
m
models, the mostt complex of wh
hich accounts for queries, entitiees,
aactions, textual query
q
contexts, entity types, an
nd historical clicck
ddata.
ore a number of issues
i
that need to be addressed in
We also explo
ggoing from a theeoretical generattive model of acctions to an actu
ual
eend-to-end searcch engine component that is ab
ble to recommen
nd
aappropriate actio
ons when given a new query. We
W conclude with
ha
uuser study evaluaating the perform
mance of our varrious models.
The major con
ntributions of ourr research are:
•
Conceptu
ual: We introdu
uce the active objects
o
paradigm
m.
We estab
blish that there are
a specific Web
b actions for useers
to perform
m on named en
ntities. We cond
duct an annotatio
on
study which empirically verifies that a laarge proportion of
sampled query-click
q
pairss reflect actions on entities.
•
Modeling
g: We propose probabilistic models
m
to generaate
entity bearing
b
queriess from action
ns, incorporatin
ng
information from entity types, query words
w
around an
a
entity, an
nd clicked hosts.
•
Implemeentation: We traain our models on
o three months of
query datta from a comm
mercial search en
ngine, and addreess
the necesssary end-to-end
d system issuess for producing a
system to
o recommend suiitable actions forr new queries.
•
Experimental: We cond
duct a user-stud
dy to evaluate our
o
different models, showin
ng which model components are
a
portant for generaating actions.
most imp
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Figuree 2. Actions difffer from Intentss: they must be performed
on Enttities, and are ooften more speciific and ground
ded.
In reecent years, manny projects have aimed to enumeerate named
entitiess and their tyypes. Some ppopular examplles include
Wikipeedia (3.6M pagges covering 800K categoriess), Freebase
(20M ttopics coveringg 2K types), Faacebook (85M+
+ fan pages
coverinng 206 categoriees), Amazon.com
m (125M produccts covering
30 deppartments), andd Schema.org (approx. 400 ttypes). The
presencce of these listts facilitates thhe identificationn of entities
within ttext [6] and querries [18].

2.2 IIntents
Querries can be asssociated with higher-level intents such as
“planniing a vacation” oor “getting in shhape” (see Figurre 2). Broder
[3] outtlined three maiin intents: inform
mational, naviggational, and
transacctional. Rose and Levinsonn [19] furtheer divided
informaational and naviigational intents into subcategories resulting
in 11 fi
finer-grained inteents. Yin and Shhah [22] used seearch logs to
organizze taxonomies of intent phrases, and Jansen et al. [15]
studiedd how to classifyy queries into intents.
Our notion of actionns is at an even ffiner level. Actioons are very
specificc versions of inntents that are performed on enntities. Some
actionss overlap with fiiner-grained inteents (e.g., “downnload”), but
the majjority of intents (e.g., “interact”)) are not concrette enough to
be sugggested to users. While some quueries map easily into both
intents and actions (e.gg, “sea world loocation” in Figuure 2), there
are alsoo queries that hhave a clear intent but do not contain any
entity aand hence cannoot be associated w
with an action (ee.g., “how to
lose weeight”). Task inntents consistingg of multiple aactions (e.g.,
“book ttrip”) are also ouut of scope.

2.3 A
Actions
Actioons and action oontologies have bbeen previouslyy explored in
roboticcs, intelligent aggents, and philosophy (e.g., [166] [17]), but
mary focus in thhose areas was too develop a stanndardized set
the prim
of actioons (with pre-cconditions and post-conditions)) that could
guide tthe planning prrocesses of inteelligent agents. In contrast,
when w
we refer to an acction for Web seaarch, we refer too actions for
human users to perform
m over the Web. Most of these aactions (e.g.,
“read rreviews” or “doownload”) have no important prerequisites,
while ffor those that ddo (e.g., “add too Netflix queue”” requires a
Netflixx account), we assume that the preconditioons can be
addresssed based on info
formation knownn about the userss.

22. RELATE
ED WORK
Related work that we build up
pon includes enttity-centric searcch
aand intents. Worrk that we diffeerentiate ourselv
ves from includ
des
pprevious work on
n actions and top
pic modeling usiing query logs.

22.1 Entity-C
Centric Sea
arch
As proposed in
i Dalvi et al. [8],
[ Entity-Centrric search focusses
oon creating a “semantically rich
r
aggregate view of all th
he
innformation avaiilable on the Web
W for each concept
c
instancee”.
R
Researchers have typically focu
used on techniqu
ues for automattic
ggeneration of top
pic pages based on entities (e.g
g., [1] [20]), or on
o
taailored informaation for particu
ular entity classses (e.g., popullar
ssearch engines displaying
d
sportss scores when giiven a sports teaam
qquery). To the best of our know
wledge we are th
he first to propo
ose
leearning and pressenting specific sets
s of actions fo
or each entity.

2.4 U
Use of Probability Mod
dels
Therre has been priior work in usiing probability models for
modelinng user queries.. For example, Carman et al. [[5] extended
Latent Dirichlet Alloccation (LDA) [[2] to rank doccuments by
likelihoood of the moddel given a particular query annd user pair.
Their m
model accountedd for users, cliccked documentss, and query
terms. Gao et al. [100] adapted stattistical machinee translation
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teechniques to leaarn how documeent titles are sem
mantic translations
oof queries. Guo et al. [11] useed probability models
m
to identiify
nnamed entities and
a
entity classses from query
y logs. Our wo
ork
ddiffers in that th
he primary focu
us of our modeels is on learnin
ng
aactions, a variablle which other sttudies have not modeled.
m

33. ACTION
NS ANNOTA
ATION STU
UDY
We begin with
h a manual stud
dy of entities an
nd actions in Weeb
ssearches. We co
ollect a frequenccy-weighted queery sample of 20
00
qquery-click pairss. We examine each query to dettermine whetherr it
ccontains an entity
y and whether we
w can infer an action
a
that the usser
inntends to accom
mplish given the query and the clicked host.
A
Although one can
n only observe trends
t
on such a small sample seet,
thhese results wiill serve as a guide for our automatic actio
on
innduction modelss described in Seection 4.
Throughout th
his paper, we deffine an action as follows:

Figure 3. Left: Entityy distribution aat 200 labels. 443% of the
ntities, and 14%
% had entity categories.
queriess contained en
Right: D
Distribution off entities into Scchema.org typess.

Action: An empirically
e
obseervable, direct manipulation
m
orr
information reequest on an entity.

We m
manually inferreed the actions thhat are associateed with each
samplee query by exam
mining the raw qquery strings (cconsisting of
URLs. In the
entitiess and possible reefiner words), annd the clicked U
majoritty of cases, thiss information cllearly indicated a particular
action (e.g., “yahoo m
messenger downnload” clearly inndicates the
action “download”). Inn the absence oof refiners in thee query, the
clickedd URL generallyy gives a good ssignal to identifyy the action.
For exaample, a query for “Hobart coorporation” withh a click on
“http:///hobartcorp.com
m/Contact-Us/” inndicates the inteended action
“get coontact informattion”. 19 of thee query/URL ppairs in our
samplee were ambiguouus with respect to the intended action, e.g.
“GEICO
O insurance”-“www.geico.com
m”, where thhe specific
intendeed action is not clear. In som
me of these casses we took
interestting potential aactions (e.g., “ssee menu” on a restaurant
URL) aand added them to our inventoryy of actions.
From
m our 200 queries, we compiledd a list of 47 acctions. Some
of the m
most popular acctions included ““login,” “play gaame,” “read
news aabout”, and “shoop for”. Less coommon but stilll interesting
actionss include “find reecipe for”, “find lyrics”, and “geet hours of”.
Work
rking through thhe 200 queries, our discovery rate of new
actionss dropped from over 20 distinnct actions for the first 50
labels tto fewer than 5 new actions foor the last 50 qqueries. This
suggestts that there is an enumerable primary set of actions that
users p erform in the coontext of Web seearch.

We target actiions that are useeful in the contex
xt of Web searcch.
F
For example, “in
nteract” is too co
oarse and “drinkk” is not an actio
on
thhat can be accom
mplished on the Web. Exampless of useful actions
aare: “buy”, “add to movie queue”” and “read revieews”.

33.1 Entitiess in Queries
We divided queries into fo
our groups with
h respect to th
he
ppresence of an entity in the query:
q
(i) contaiins an entity; (ii)
ccontains an entitty category (e.g
g., “car battery””); (iii) contains a
w
website entity (U
URL or website name); and (iv)) all other queriees.
F
Figure 3 summ
marizes the freq
quency of eacch group, furth
her
sseparating out whether
w
a querry contains reffiner words (e.g
g.,
““download Gold
denEye” with thee refiner “download”) in additio
on
too the entity or en
ntity category.
43% of the qu
ueries contain an entity (29% by itself, 14% with
ha
refiner), 14% con
ntain an entity category (4% by itself, 10% with
ha
refiner), 28% co
ontain a referencce to a website,, and 15% do not
n
ccontain any entitty. Website referrences often occcur in navigation
nal
qqueries where th
he user intends to visit a partiicular site, whicch
leeaves 57% of queries
q
(43% + 14%) that havee entities or entiity
ccategories. Non
ne of our anno
otated queries contain multip
ple
eentities. Guo ett al. [11] foun
nd that 71% of
o search queriies
ccontained named
d entities, althou
ugh they neitherr specify wheth
her
thhey consider frequency
fr
of in
ndividual queriees, nor how theey
cclassify entity categories
c
and website entitiees. Summing our
o
eentity, entity + refiner,
r
and web
bsite entity categ
gories, we end up
u
w
with a proportion
n of entities in qu
ueries matching their results.
Next, we exam
mined the types (or taxonomy categories)
c
of th
he
eentities that we found.
f
For entity
y types, we refer to the top level of
thhe Schema.org entity
e
taxonomy, which is a colllection of schem
mas
ddeveloped jointly
y by Bing, Goog
gle and Yahoo, designed
d
explicittly
w
with the intent off facilitating Web search over en
ntities on the Weeb.
Within our sam
mple of entities, we found that the most popullar
S
Schema.org top-level category was
w CreativeWorrk at 40%. This is
a fairly broad category
c
that co
overs all bookss, movies, song
gs,
ssoftware, etc. The
T category Orrganization covered 37% of our
o
eentity sample. The
T Organization
n type covers hotels,
h
restaurantts,
ggovernment orgaanizations, locall businesses, etcc. There was also
P
Product at 9%, and Person type at 8%. Event type covered 3%
aand the last 3% fell
f into other varrious types.

4. AU
UTOMATIIC ACTION
N INDUCTIION
We tturn our attentionn now to the tasks of automaticaally learning
the undderlying actions intended in W
Web search as well as to
recomm
mending actionss given new quueries. Our appproach is to
probabiilistically descrribe how actionnable queries, ii.e., queries
containning an entity annd underlying acttion intent, are ggenerated by
Web seearch users: Our models capture the latent actionns and entity
types thhat influence thee terms in the usser queries and tthe resultant
clicks on hosts. Probbabilistic infereence in the coorresponding
learnedd models provide actions perttinent to the qqueries. The
modelss are learned by maximizing thee probability of observing a
large coollection of real--world queries aand their clicked hosts.
In thhis section we prresent two graphhical models (sum
mmarized in
Figure 4). To generatee queries from acctions, our Moddel 1 models
query ccontext and cliccked URLs. Moddel 2 builds on Model 1 by
also moodeling entity tyypes, and explicitly observing enntities. Then,
we proppose an extensioon to each modeel that adds a swiitch variable
to betteer handle queriess with empty conntexts.
Eachh query q is reppresented by a triple {n1, e, n2}, where e
represeents the entity mentioned in the query, n1 and n2 are
respecttively the pre- aand post-entity contexts (possiibly empty),

33.2 Actionss in Queries
Next, we exam
mined how often
n the queries in our
o sample can be
b
aassociated with specific action
ns on entities. We also veriify
w
whether the actio
ons in Web searcch are enumerable.
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referred to as reffiners. As a runn
ning example, we
w consider a usser
w
who is interested
d in reading a rev
view about the movie
m
“Inception
n”,
aand who issues the
t query “incep
ption review” to
o a search engin
ne.
H
Here n1 = ∅, e = “inception” an
nd n2 = “review”. Details on ho
ow
w
we obtain our corpus are presented in Section 5.

April 16–20, 2012, Lyon, France

Finaally, we assum
me there are H possible cllick values,
correspponding to H Weeb hosts. A clickk on a host is deetermined by
an actiion. Given an action a, we assume the proobability of
generatting a click on host c is a mulltinomial with a probability
vector ωa such that Ω = [ω1, …, ωK] captures thee matrix of
parameeters across all K actions. In partticular:

44.1 Model 1 (context + click)
The choice off refiner words in
n a query is cleaarly influenced by
b
thhe intended acction. For exam
mple, words su
uch as “review
w”,
““ebert”, and “opiinion” are more likely to be used in a query if th
he
inntent is to read
d a review. Hosst clicks are alsso correlated wiith
aaction intents. For
F example, clicks
c
on “rotttentomatoes.com
m”,
““epinions.com” and “dpreview.ccom” are more likely if the usser
hhas the intent to
o read reviews, whereas
w
clicks on
o “bestbuy.com
m”
aand “ebay.com” are more likely for a buying in
ntent. Broder et al.
a
[4] also found hosts associated with queries to be useful in
cclassifying queriees.
Our first prob
babilistic graph
hical model, Mo
odel 1, leverag
ges
thhese signals. It generates action
nable queries by
y first picking an
a
aaction from a distribution
d
oveer a set of lattent actions, theen
cchoosing query context
c
words n1 and n2, and th
hen clicking on
na
hhost c. This model does not ex
xplicitly capturee the entity in th
he
qquery, and hencee a query is reprresented by the pair {n1, n2}. Th
he
ggenerative process below summaarizes the modell illustrated on th
he
leeft in Figure 4:

Inferen
nce: Given a qquery, we applyy Bayes’ rule to find the
posterioor distribution oover the actions.. In particular, tthe posterior
distribuution, P(a|q,c),, is directly pproportional too the joint
distribuution. We cann exactly com
mpute this distrribution by
evaluatting the joint for every valuue of a and thhe observed
configuuration of q and c.
Learnin
ing: Given a queery corpus Q consisting of N independently
and ideentically distribuuted queries (eaach qj = {n1j, n2j}) and their
correspponding clickedd hosts, we estimate the parameters
θ, Φ, annd Ω that maxim
mize the (log) pprobability of obbserving Q.
The logg P(Q) can be w
written as:

Model 1: Generative
G
modeel of actionable queries.
For each qu
uery q
action a ~ Multinomiall(θ)
l-conteext n1 ~ Multinom
mial(φa)
r-conteext n2 ~ Multinom
mial(φa)
click c ~ Multinomial(ωa)

In thhe above equatioon, Pj(a|q,c) is thhe posterior distrribution over
actionss for the jth queery. We use thee Expectation-M
Maximization
(EM) aalgorithm to seet the parameterrs. Starting withh a random
initializzation of the parrameters, EM iteerates between thhe E-step in
which P j(a|q,c) is comp
mputed for each qquery (assumingg parameters
are fixeed as computed in the previouss M-step) and thhe M-step in
which tthe parameters aare updated by ffixing Pj(a|q,c) tto the values
computted in the E-stepp.
The parameter uppdates are obttained by com
mputing the
derivatiive of log P(Q) with respect to each parameter,, and setting
the resuultant to 0. The update for θ is given by the avverage of the
posterioor distributions oover the actions:

In our running
g example for the query “incep
ption review”, our
o
m
model first geneerates the action
n “read reviews””, then given th
his
aaction chooses the refiner wo
ords ∅ and “rreview” and theen
ggenerates a click on a site such as “rottentomatoees.com”.
The joint pro
obability of thee model is thee product of th
he
cconditional distriibutions, as given by:

Next, we defin
ne each of the terrms in the joint distribution.
d
Let K
bbe the number off latent actions th
hat govern our query
q
log, where K
iss fixed in advancce. Then, the pro
obability of actio
ons a is defined as
a multinomial distribution with probability
p
vecto
or θ, such that th
he
pprobability of a particular
p
action is given by:

For a fixed a, the update for φa is givven by the weighhted average
of the context wordds, where the weights are thhe posterior
distribuutions over the aactions, for each query. In particuular:

w
where I is an ind
dicator function set to 1 if its con
ndition holds, an
nd
0 otherwise.
s
vocabularry size of all qu
uery refiner words
Let V be the shared
n1 and n2. Giveen an action, a,, the probability
y of generating a
refiner n is given by a multinom
mial distribution
n with probabiliity
vvector φa such th
hat Φ = [φ1, …, φK] represents parameters acro
oss
aactions:

Simiilarly, we can uupdate Ω, the pparameters that govern the
distribuution over clickeed hosts for eachh action. For a ffixed a, it is
updatedd by taking the w
weighted averagge of the clickedd hosts, with
weightss provided by thhe posterior distrribution over the actions:
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F
Figure 4. Generrative models fo
or actionable qu
ueries. Model 1 includes queryy context wordss (n) and host cllicks (c), Modell 2 adds the
eentity type (t) an
nd the entity (e)), and Model 2+ adds an empty
y context switch
h (s). Shaded cirrcles are observved variables.
Nextt, we describe eeach term in thee joint probabilitty. Let T be
the num
mber of entity tyypes. The probaability of generatting a type t
is govverned by a m
multinomial withh probability vvector τ. In
particullar:

44.2 Model 2 (context + click + type + entity)
The semantic type of the entitty mentioned in the query is ofteen
sstrongly correlatted with the inteended action. Fo
or example, if th
he
qqueried entity is a movie, the useer is likely to be looking to buy it,
rent it, view locaal showtimes, orr buy theater tick
kets. It is unlikeely
hhowever that th
he user is interrested in hackin
ng it, getting its
i
aaddress, or conn
necting to it. Sim
milarly, a “read biography”
b
actio
on
iss more likely fo
or a person entity
y and a “view stock price” actio
on
iss more likely fo
or a corporation
n entity. By acco
ounting for typees,
thhe model can av
void recommend
ding incorrect ty
yped actions, succh
aas “view stock prrice” on a person
n entity.
In addition, en
ntities themselvees are instances of very few typ
pes
aand hence we expect them to be
b helpful in diisambiguating th
he
tyypes. Therefore, in this model, we explicitly model
m
the entitiies
aand their types. The middle diaagram of Figuree 4 illustrates th
he
ggraphical modell. The generatiive process forr Model 2 is as
ffollows:

Let E be the numbber of known eentities. The probability of
generatting an entity e given type t is a multinom
mial with a
probabiility vector ψt such that Ψ = [ψ1, …, ψT] ccaptures the
matrix of parameters accross all T typess. In particular:

Sinc e actions are noow conditioned oon types, for eveery value of
type, itt is a multinom
mial distribution with probabilitty vector θt
such thhat Θ = [θ1, …, θT] represents paarameters across types:

G
modeel of actionable queries.
Model 2: Generative
For each qu
uery q
type t ~ Multinomial(τ)
action a ~ Multinomiall(θt)
entity e ~ Multinomial(ψt)
l-conteext n1 ~ Multinom
mial(φa)
r-conteext n2 ~ Multinom
mial(φa)
click c ~ Multinomial(ωa)

Priorr distributions oover the contexxt words and cclicked host
remain unchanged as inn Model 1.
Inferen
nce: Given a quuery, and the leaarned model, w
we can apply
Bayes’ rule to find thee posterior distrribution, P(a,t|q,c), over the
actionss, as it is propportional to P((a,t,q,c). We coompute this
quantityy exactly by evaaluating the joinnt for each combbination of a
and t, aand the observedd values of q andd c.
Duriing inference, w
we also enforce that for an entitty, there are
only ceertain admissiblle types. As ann example, if thhe entity is
Inceptioon, valid types iinclude film andd book. We set tthe posterior
probabiility of invalid types (and hennce the relevant type-action
configuurations) to zeroo. We obtain thee set of admissibble types for
every eentity using an eexternal knowleedge base. In thiis paper, we
use Freeebase (see Secction 5.1). A ddesirable side efffect of this
strategyy is that only vaalid ambiguities aare captured in tthe posterior
distribuution. Thus the m
model can focus on capturing thee actions for
multiplle of its valid posssible senses (tyypes).
Learnin
ing: We omit thhe log probabiliity of the queryy corpus for
brevityy. As in the pprevious modeel, we perform
m maximum
M algorithm.
likelihoood estimation oof the parameterrs using the EM
Below,, in the interest of space, we oonly present M--step update
equatioons for some oof the parameteers that are uniique to this
model. Other parameteer updates are sim
milar in spirit to Model 1.

Note that in our
o generative model,
m
we are assuming
a
that th
he
aaction is generateed independently
y of the entity itsself. However, th
he
cchoice of the enttity also influen
nces the subset of
o actions that are
a
ppossible for a particular
p
choicee of the type. The
T independence
aassumption betw
ween actions and entities is a matter of
m
mathematical co
onvenience. Oth
herwise, we reequire learning a
pparameter for each action-type-eentity configurattion, giving rise to
a huge number of
o parameters. In
nstead, we choosse to include theese
ddependencies at the
t time of inferrence, as describeed later.
For our runniing example, Model
M
2 first generates the typ
pe
“f
“film”, then given the type, it geenerates the entitty “inception” an
nd
thhen generates th
he action “read
d reviews”. The action is used to
ggenerate the pre- and post- con
ntext words ∅ and
a “review”, an
nd
thhen the click on a site such as “rrottentomatoes.ccom”.
The joint prob
bability over the model variables is:
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us to learn (and perrform inference in) the model with large
amountts of data with reeasonable compuuting time.

4.4 E
Enforcing A
Action Diverrsity in Learrning
In trraining Model 2 using the EM aalgorithm, we foound that the
local opptimal solutions often amountedd to action clusteers that were
tied verry strongly to sppecific types. Foor instance, the aathlete entity
type haad a P(Action | Type) of 95% into an action cluster that
focusess on sports statiistics. While it is desirable thaat the model
learns a good top-rankeed action (e.g., ““Retrieve Sports Statistics”),
we alsoo want to be ablle to recommendd a full range off actions for
queriess (e.g., for the aathlete type we would also wannt to see the
next toop actions, suchh as “Follow onn Social Networrks”, “Read
Biograpphy”, “View Picctures” and “Buyy Tickets to see””). If one top
action absorbs too m
much probabilityy mass, we oft
ften observe
empiriccally that the loower-ranked acttions do not gaiin sufficient
probabiility mass. This is clearly an arrtifact of the EM
M algorithmbased llearning paradigm
m.
We rresolve this throough a two-stepp procedure for learning. In
the firsst step, we run E
EM iterations too learn only thee parameters
that doo not involve the entity typee (i.e., by freezzing the Θ
parameeter). This allow
ws Model 2 to leaarn action clusteers tied more
closelyy to query contexxts and clicked hosts. In a secoond step, we
continuue learning withh additional EM iterations, now also letting
the alg orithm learn thee Θ parameter. W
We found that tthis strategy
reducess the average aamount of mass for the top-rannking action
clusterss, which in turrn leads to proobability mass being more
evenly distributed acrooss actions and ultimately to beetter ranking
of the aaction clusters. IIn one experimeent, we found thhat this twostep leaarning reduced tthe average top P
P(Action | Type)) value from
48% too 28%, distribuuting the mass more evenly aacross other
actionss.

44.3 Empty Contexts
Generally in Web
W search, mo
ost query contex
xts are left emptty.
F
For example, useers tend to query
y for “obama” faar more frequenttly
thhan by adding refiners such as “support ob
bama” or “obam
ma
sschedule”. In facct, upon inspection of the Φ tablle for Models 1--2,
w
we noticed that over 90% of th
he probability mass
m
is covered by
b
thhe empty contex
xt. In order to spread that masss to useful conteext
w
words, we expliccitly represent the
t empty conteext using a switcch
vvariable that dettermines whetheer a context wiill be empty. Th
he
rightmost diagram
m in Figure 4 illlustrates how wee model the switcch
inn Model 2, calleed Model 2+. Thee generative storry for both Modeels
1 and 2 can be au
ugmented as folllows:
Model X + Switch:
For each qu
uery q
...
l-conteext n1 ~ Multinom
mial(φa)
r-conteext n2 ~ Multinom
mial(φa)
switch s1 ~ Multinomiaal(σa)
switch s2 ~ Multinomiaal(σa)
if (s1) l-context
l
n1 ~ Multinomial(φ
M
a)
if (s2) r-context
r
n2 ~ Multinomial(φ
M
a)
…

4.5 D
Decoding

obability of eacch
Incorporating the switch intto the joint pro
m
model is straightforward. Below we show it for Model
M
2:

Conssider a runtime scenario wheree a new searchh query q =
“new yyork city hotels”” is received. Deecoding is accomplished as
followss. First, we run a named-entity recognizer (e.gg., from [11]
or [18])) to identify the entity e = “new
w york city”. Thiis leaves the
query ccontexts as n1 = ∅ and n2 = “hottels” (and switchh values s1 =
true annd s2 = false). We use historrical search quuery data to
identifyy a distribution P
P(c | q) over all hosts c ∈ H thaat received a
click ffor this query in the past. T
The recommenddation score
(probabbility) of an actioon a is then:

The probabilitty of generating an empty or non
n-empty contextt s
ggiven action a is given by a Bern
noulli with param
meter σa:

The parameter Ω caan be directly loooked up to rank hosts given
each aaction a. Note that if no click history is avvailable, for
instancce if observing a query with a nnever before seenn entity, the
mmend actions uusing its other parameters.
model can still recom
Also, iif the candidate types of an am
mbiguous entity are known,
we can return an action distributtion given each type. If the
then w
types aare unknown, theen we can returnn an action distriibution over
each lat
atent type. In botth cases, we can marginalize the types to get
an actioon distribution fo
for the query.

The M-step up
pdate function fo
or the switch parameter σ is:

In the abovee models, we learned
l
point estimates
e
for th
he
pparameters (Φ,Θ
Θ,Ω,τ,Ψ,σ) that govern the variiables of interest,
inncluding type, actions,
a
context, entities and click
ks. One can takee a
B
Bayesian approaach and treat th
hese parameters as variables (ffor
innstance, with Diirichlet and Betaa prior distributions), and perforrm
B
Bayesian infereence. However, exact inferen
nce will becom
me
inntractable and we would need
d to resort to methods such as
vvariational inferrence or sampling. We foun
nd this extensio
on
uunnecessary, as we had a sufficient amount of training data to
eestimate all the parameters
p
well. In addition, our approach enableed

4.6 C
Cluster Lab
beling: Web Action Phrrases
The action clusters discovered by our models aree clusters of
We need to “trannslate” each
words defined by the Φ parameter. W
action into action recoommendation phhrases that can bbe presented
wnload”).
to the uuser (e.g., “read rreviews” or “dow
We bbegin by examiining the most pprobable contexxt words for
each acction. The leftm
most word cloudd in Figure 5 illuustrates this
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Figure 5. To obtain Action Phrases we first identify top Web Action words from the action’s most likely context words.
from Section 3 (see Figure 3). Note that Schema.org does not
provide actual instances for their entity taxonomy, so we rely
instead on Freebase for instances. We chose types from Freebase
that correspond to the most often queried types in Schema.org
such as films, business operations, product lines and people. Since
Freebase is a fine-grained knowledge base, we also included
subtypes such as athletes, actors and politicians, for a total of 21
total types (Table 1). The resulting sets account for approximately
3.4 million entity instances after de-duplication.
Accurate entity recognition is a difficult problem and at model
application time one needs high precision and high recall entity
recognition and entity to type mappings (e.g., using methods such
as described in [7] and [21]). For our model training, given the
large amount of available queries, we require only high precision
entity recognition, so we turn to the following simple but effective
method. We start by matching our query log with all our Freebase
entity instances. To avoid problems like a query for “nice pants”
getting matched to the city “Nice” in France, we apply an
ambiguity filter on the capitalization ratio of our instances and
allow matches on only the entities that appear capitalized at least
50% of the time in Wikipedia. To ensure that we do not match on
substrings within entities (e.g., if “Harry Potter” is the correct
entity but not in our database of entities, we do not want to match
on “Harry” or “Potter” separately), we also apply a standalone
score filter [14] at 0.9, which calculates how often a string occurs
as an exact match in queries relative to how often it occurs as a
partial match.

for one of our discovered actions. Clearly this is a cluster that
relates to downloading free software.1 We then tease out the
“actions” by obtaining a list of verbs/action words, and then
intersecting this list against the context words in the clusters.
Using a generic verb list is not ideal here because we are
restricted to actions that users can perform on the Web, many
verbs do not take people in the agent role (e.g., “merge”), and
generic verb lists often do not contain words that can be used as
Web-based actions such as “blog”, “podcast” or “torrent”. To
obtain a list of appropriate actions, we defined a few key lexical
patterns (similar to Hearst [13]) that generally contain action
words, such as:
“want to (x)” “have to (x)” “you can (x)” “I can (x)”
We then obtain the most frequent instances of (x) by applying
these patterns against a large Web body-text trigram corpus. After
filtering out adverbs (using 21 additional patterns, designed to
catch adverbs in this corpus) and noise (the 25% of actions with
the lowest frequency / unigram count, e.g., “a” and “boy”), this
leaves us with a list of 13,417 action words. This list still contains
a number of actions (e.g., “shock” or “kill”) that users cannot
perform over the Web, so we filtered it down to the 1,279 Web
actions that also occurred with the pattern “(x) at (y)” in our
trigrams, where (y) takes the form of a website URL (e.g.,
“Amazon.com”). Examples of the most popular Web actions
include: “buy”, “review”, “shop” and “unsubscribe”.
The second word cloud in Figure 5 shows P(n | a) for those
contexts n that passed our filter. The third word cloud shows the
remaining words when Web action words are removed. The
resulting three word cloud types, illustrated in Figure 5, are used
as a tool for a human-annotation task to specify the appropriate
action phrases for each cluster. From our automatically generated
word clouds of action words, non-action words, and the popular
hosts for each action cluster, we found it easy for annotators to
specify these action phrases. In future work we will explore
techniques for fully automating this process of learning action
phrases from action words.

Table 1: 21 Freebase types used in our experiments.
website
consumer product
comp/video game
politician
employer
location
sports facility

digital camera
film
athlete
artist
restaurant
tourist attraction
road

For query contexts n1 and n2 defined in Section 4, although one
could potentially use arbitrary n-gram context sizes, we keep only
queries where the contexts are empty or consist of single words
(accounting for a very large fraction of the queries).
We define a navigational query as one where the user only
wants to navigate to a specific site and is unlikely to be interested
in any other action presented to her. We automatically eliminate
such queries from the training set, where a query is considered
navigational if in our logs it is associated with >1,000 clicks
where >98% of clicks were to the same host (~2% of our data
points). Finally, we eliminate entries with clicked hosts that have
been clicked fewer than 100 times over our entire query log.
After applying the filters described above, this yielded several
million data points for training our models. Our data covers 235K

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
5.1 Data
We collected several months of queries issued to Bing and
filtered them to retain only those that contain a signal for learning
actions, by (i) removing any query that did not lead to a click and
(ii) removing any query that did not contain an entity.
We cover a large number of oft-queried entities by focusing on
the most important entity types discovered in our query analysis
1

product line
software
person
actor
business operation
travel destination
university

Note that ‘@’ is a wildcard for any digit. Thus “@.@” is a
placeholder for software versions such as “3.1” or “2.0.”
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Figure 7. Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG)
for each experimental configuration from Section 5.3, with
95% confidence bounds. The addition of types and entities
(Model 2) had the largest effect, followed by clicked hosts
(Model 1) and then empty switch (Model 2+).

Figure 6. Baseline Model.
distinct Freebase entities, 129K distinct context words, and 58K
distinct click hosts. We refer to the resulting queries as actionable
queries and denote the resultant query set as Q according to
Section 4.

•

5.2 Model Settings
We trained our models with 50 action clusters, set according to
our earlier annotation study in Section 3.2, which found that this
would give us good coverage over the main actions in Web
search. Alternatively, the constraint could be alleviated by
analyzing the semantic similarity between context words in the
resulting clusters, or by using techniques similar to those for
finding the optimal k in k-means [12], or by other methods such as
those discussed by Blei et al. [2]. We conducted our two-step
learning over 100 total EM iterations, running 2 folds per model.

•

End-to-end application results: Given a new query, the
model should be able to recommend actions that are of
interest to users.
Diversity: The model should learn a comprehensive set
of user intended actions, not just a few common actions.

The latter goal is interesting because it deepens our
understanding of the actions that Web search users most
commonly perform, and a diverse set of actions internally could
also be indicative of the ability to perform well on less common
queries and on queries whose entities belong to less popular types.
Annotation Guidelines: To measure whether the recommended
actions are of interest to users, we adopt a PEGFB graded
relevance scale similar to Web search [9]. In our case, we define
the grades as:

5.3 Experimental Configurations
We used three test sets for our study:
• HEAD: 100 queries from a frequency-weighted random
query sample of Q.
• TAIL: 100 queries from a uniform random sample of Q.
• Type-Balanced: 16 queries obtained as follows: Sampling
starts from a frequency-weighted sample of Q, but during
sampling, we only admit new queries to the test set if they
cover a type that has not been covered yet.

•
•
•
•

The HEAD sample was used to test expected user impact in a
Web search scenario whereas the TAIL sample tests how our
method applies to rare entities. Whereas manually curated models
could potentially address a large portion of head queries, only an
automated method can model the tail. In our TAIL sample, we
noticed that the entities were skewed towards the person type. We
introduced the Type-Balanced set to test our model performance
over a broad set of entity types, including less common types such
as university and tourist attraction.
Finally, we report our results against the following models:

•

Perfect action: Exactly the explicit intent of the user as
stated in the query. (only used for queries with context)
Excellent action: The presumed likely intent of the user
as stated in the query.
Good action: Likely to be interesting to the user,
although not the stated intent.
Fair action: Possibly of interest to some users who issue
the query.
Bad action: Unlikely to be of interest to any user who
issues this query.

We employed a total of seven paid independent annotators for
grading the actions suggested in each configuration. For each
action, two annotations were obtained. Inter-rater agreement using
Fleiss’ κ was 0.28 (fair agreement) when the P, E, G relevance
judgments were collapsed. Note that there is some amount of
subjectivity in ratings, especially for queries with no context. For
example, on a query for “Obama”, some annotators felt that the
“Watch videos about” action is Good, while others felt it is Fair.
When exact ratings differed, they still tended to be close in rank.
Annotators were also allowed to specify and skip labeling any test
query that was judged navigational or that contained entity
recognition errors. This occurred in 16.5% of the test cases.
For each query set, each model configuration was set to return
up to seven actions to be judged according to our PEGFB scale.

• Baseline: Simpler version of Model 1 that uses only query
context words as observed variables, illustrated in Figure 6.
• Models 1, 2: As described in Section 4.
• Model 2+: Model 2 with the Empty Switch as described in
Section 4.3 and illustrated on the right in Figure 4.
There are 12 resulting experimental configurations.

5.4 User Study

5.5 Experimental Results

We conducted a user study for each experimental configuration
to determine relative effectiveness at discovering and suggesting
actions. The goals of the study are to assess the following:

The results (using P=5, E=4, G=3, F=2, B=1) from our model
configurations are summarized in Figure 7. The evaluation
measure is Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) on
the top-7 suggested actions per model.
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Table 2. Actions
A
recomm
mended by the va
arious models ffor the query “W
Webster Univerrsity”
Entity: “Weebster Universitty” Context: (∅, ∅) Typees: employer, un
niversity, and loocation
Baseeline (context)

Model 1 (+click)

Model 2 (+
+type, +entity)

Model 2+ (+switch)

1.To
orrent

1.Torreent

1.Read revviews of

1.Find addresss

2.Reead biography

2.Read biography

2.See mapp of

2.See pictures of

3.Fin
nd adult pictures of
o

3.Read news about

3.Follow ssports teams of

3.Find map oof

4.W
Watch videos

4.See pictures of

4.Get weatther in

4.Read news about

5.Seee picture of

5.Apply
y for jobs at

5.Apply foor jobs at

5.Apply for jobs at

6.Geet quotes from

6.Get quotes
q
from

6.Find adddress of

6.See cost off

7.Ap
pply for jobs at

7.See videos
v
with

7.See tuitioon of

7.See rankingg of

Figure 8. Meean relevance att action rank fo
or our models.
For all query sets,
s
addition of the click host (M
Model 1) improv
ves
oover the baselinee because it pro
ovides an additio
onal useful sign
nal
ffor learning accu
urate clusters. Adding
A
entity typ
pe and the entitiies
(Model 2) provees to be the mo
ost important signal in terms of
ssignificant relevaance improvemeent across evaluaation sets. Addin
ng
thhe empty switch
h (Model 2+) doees not significan
ntly impact overaall
relevance, howev
ver in the Typee-Balanced set we
w see a tendenccy
ffor this model to
o perform betterr. In Section 5.5
5.2, we show th
hat
M
Model 2+ learns a more diverse set
s of clusters thaan other models..
Figure 8 show
ws Mean Relevan
nce as a function
n of the rank of an
a
aaction for head queries. Someewhat surprising
gly, the Baselin
ne
m
model and Modeel 1 show an in
ncrease in mean
n relevance as th
he
rank increases (iindicating a ran
nking deficiency), while the oth
her
m
models show a steady but slig
ght decline. Upo
on inspection, we
w
bbelieve that sin
nce many queriies do not con
ntain surroundin
ng
ccontext words, the
t Baseline model
m
reverts to the prior that it
leearned over each action cluster (the θ parameteer) in those casees.
T
This manifests ittself as a static liist of actions thaat is impervious to
thhe entity being queried. Modeel 1 does have access to a clicck
innformation parameter Ω, but thee prior on the firsst two actions in
nθ
aare too high to
o overcome. Su
upport from multiple
m
constraiint
ssources is necesssary to overcomee the prior.

Figuree 9. Model 2+ disstributes probaability of action given type
del 2.
more eevenly across acctions than Mod
does a little better by incorporating pprior click inforrmation, but
still reccommends actioons that do nott apply to the eentity’s type
(e.g., ““read biography””) because the m
model does not account for
type. M
Models 2 and 2+ rrecommend reassonable sets of aactions.
One source of errorr we noticed aroose from how tthe 21 types
that wee used did not innclude the primaary types of a nuumber of the
entitiess in the data. Foor example, for the query “Jeff
fferson High
School””, interesting acctions would moostly be centereed on a high
school type. However,, because high sschool is not am
mong our 21
modeleed types, our m
models recognize “Jefferson Hiigh School”
only ass an employer annd a location. Ass a result, the recommended
actionss are more geneeral. It should bbe possible to aalleviate this
problem
m by expanding the number of m
modeled types.
Notee also that amongg the 21 Freebasse entity types w
we use, some
of the types have higgher query log frequency than others. For
more entries in thhe data than
examplle, the person tyype has many m
the touurist destinationn type. This leaads to our moddels learning
action cclusters optimizzed more towardd the popular typpes than the
sparserr types. We did explore balancinng the training ddata by only
keepingg elements of thhe people subtyype (artist, polittician, actor
and athhlete) with the ttypes fairly equally representedd, and found
that thiis led to each off those types haaving more actioon diversity.
This suuggests that to address sparseer types, we m
may want to
discoveer actions basedd on type-balancced subsets of thhe data first,
and theen either use thoose actions to initialize clusterss in the full
trainingg with those acctions, or devise a hierarchicaal setup that
incorpoorates type-subtyype information..

55.5.1 Error Analysis
A
Table 2 illustrates action recom
mmendations fro
om our models for
f
thhe random qu
uery “Webster University”, which
w
has emp
pty
ccontexts. The Baseline
B
model (which only models
m
action an
nd
ccontext) has no information to use for recomm
mending an actio
on
oother than its acction priors, and
d therefore recom
mmends the mo
ost
ppopular general actions
a
it learned
d from its trainin
ng set.2 These ten
nd
too fit the more co
ommon types, so
o baseline scores are lower on th
he
tyype-balanced seet, which contain
ns fewer commo
on types. Modell 1

5.5.2 Action Clustter Quality
2

In aaddition to the end-to-end appplication goal,, it is also
desirabble for a model tto learn a good, diverse set of aactions. One

For the query with context, “download Sky
ype,” the baselin
ne
model is able to recommend acctions “download
d” and “login to.”
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metric for visualizing this is to graph “Total P(Action | Type)” as
a function of “Cluster Rank,” as in Figure 9. This illustrates the
distribution of probability mass across the cluster ranks. Here we
only compare Models 2 and 2+, because Model 1 does not model
entity type. Given that we used 21 total types, the maximum value
would be 2100% (if all 21 types mapped 100% to one cluster).
Model 2 appears to have six primary action clusters that receive
the majority of the probability from types, while Model 2+ learns a
much more diverse set of actions clusters, which we also observed
by inspecting the word clouds in the Φ parameter.
Note that only learning 6 primary action clusters does not mean
that Model 2 can only recommend up to 6 distinct action phrases.
First, the remaining clusters do have nonzero weight and can
contribute action phrases. Second, individual action clusters may
contain a mixture of action phrases. For example, one of the
Model 2 clusters contains actions for “read biography”, “find
lyrics” and “download file” all within the same cluster. This does
not cause type mismatches at decoding time because action
phrases are typed (e.g., “download file” will only be
recommended when the entity is of a type it applies to, such as
software type), but it does limit the ability of the models to
discover and refine good action clusters specifically around the
less common actions. The lower ranked clusters within Model 2+
do look very coherent around specific actions, for example, “read
biography” is in a cluster only with related terms such as “facts”,
“childhood” and “timeline” while “download” is in a cluster with
related terms like “software”, “install” and “free”.

April 16–20, 2012, Lyon, France
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